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I. Origin of the Study: How did I come to be doing this project? 

This project originally began as an assignment for the Honors Introduction to 

Research class. We had to choose an area of interest in which to do research, and 

because I have always been involved in art, I immediately thought of doing research in 

something art related. However, I was not interested in pursuing the typical research 

pathways in art such as the history of a particular artist, era, or style. Initially, I gave up 

the idea and looked into more "scientific" research. Iridescence in nature had always 

been fascinating to me, and as I researched manifestations of iridescence in everything 

from butterflies to Tiffany glass I discovered forced or simulated iridescence. I 

specifically noted the techniques of man-made iridescence which led me back in the 

general direction of art research. I had become increasingly intrigued by the range of 

special effect paints available, especially those in the automotive and nail polish 

industries as I was concurrently working on a separate research project on paints and 

pigments for a chemistry class. It made sense then to do parallel research and pursue 

research in special effect paints and pigments, combining art and science. 

The class required the participation of a Faculty Mentor from the chosen 

department in which the research was being done and I was referred to Dr. Schol. He had 

already expressed interest in the Honors program by giving a guest lecture to the class in 

which I was enrolled. When we first met I wanted to pursue an art project using the 

paints and pigments available but following more of a direct replication of natural 

iridescence. However, under the influence of Dr. Schol, my yet underdeveloped artistic 

nature soon realized that while a scientifically accurate art project could showcase the 



possibilities of modern technology, it would be much more valid as an art thesis project 

to branch into the more abstract qualities of artistic expression. Without straying from 

the scientific integrity of the work, I decided that an abstract expression of iridescence 

was not only more artistically valid but would also give me the opportunity to extend and 

grow in my knowledge and ability in creative expression. The project is not only as 

scientifically intricate as possible but also intentionally complex on the level of artistic 

representation. On the scientific side, I have made careful study of the physical nature of 

iridescence and its occurrences on organic and inorganic objects including but not limited 

to birds, insects, soap films, etc. 

II. Review of the technical literature 

Iridescence as an optical property is achieved through several different physical 

mechanisms. First, there is dispersion. The typical example of dispersion is white light 

sent through a prism. This light is broken into separate visible wavelengths and then 

exhibits the full color spectra as a rainbow. Second and thirdly, are diffraction and 

interference. These two words can be used to describe the same physical phenomenon of 

iridescence because their mechanisms are dependent upon one another. Diffraction is 

simply the bending and reflecting of light waves through the surface of an object. It is 

this mechanism in conjunction with superposition of objects (layering) and combination 

of waves (those being bounced back or allowed to pass through) by which interference 

arises. In the occurrence of interference, light is required to pass through different levels 

of surfaces, much like grates, which allow certain wavelengths through and not others. 

The waves that are reflected begin to return to the surface but often are bounced back so 

many different times by the different grating surfaces that by the time the wavelength is 



returned to the exterior surface, it is bent to the degree that it no longer absorbs at the 

same level that it did when it entered the object. Therefore one perceives multiple colors. 

Diffraction is most noted from so-called thin film interactions of light waves and 

is a fundament of interference. Also known as thin film iridescence, it occurs when 

different wavelengths of light are returned from the surface of an object such as an oil 

film. We observe different colors from different angles due to varying thicknesses of the 

surface. True interference, also known as structural iridescence, on the other hand, 

involves not only the reflection or absorption of light waves at different wavelengths but 

also their cancellations and reinforcements through the layers within the object. It is this 

multi-layer trend that has been most useful in translation to modern technology. 

Incorporation of synthetic flakes of bismuth and fish scales into automotive paints 

in the late 1950's led to some of the first synthetic special effect pigments. Following 

this multiple layer trend, the flakes acted as the different absorbing layers throughout the 

paint. In the 21st century, the new technology of synthetic pigments opened up great 

possibilities in the realm of paints and pigments to achieve color effects similar to those 

common in peacocks, butterflies and beetles. These special effect paints have high 

degrees of opalescence, iridescence, color shift, and angle dependent color properties. 

Nature set the standard within the mechanism of iridescence and modern technology 

strives to follow its example. Modern synthesis incorporates the multi-layer trend, but 

use titanium coated silica, aluminum flakes, or even more complex compounds like liquid 

crystal technology. Many of the pigments that I used in the project have been undergoing 

continuing development for the last ten years, and some, like the nail lacquers, have only 

within the last year or so reached the level of color-shift capabilities which they now 



exhibit. 

III. Statement of research problem 

As not only an artist but also a scientist, my goal was to incorporate science and 

modem technology through these special effect paints and pigments to simulate the 

iridescence found in nature and to explore the relevance of this technology within the 

context of contemporary artistic interpretations of the manifestation of iridescence. 

The relevance of special effect paints and pigments is much more obvious today 

in our society of consumerism. To say that culture is visually oriented is an 

understatement. Almost every choice in modern society relies on visual stimulation -

what to eat, what to wear, what to drive. Color, even more than line or shape, seems to 

be linked very strongly with the attractiveness or value of an object. The designation of 

value on an object by color translates into the natural world through mate selection. It is 

generally the males of the various species who exhibit the most distinct manifestations of 

iridescence in the animal kingdom. These traits tend to be passed on by the mechanism 

of natural selection to produce more vivid and varied forms of iridescence. 

IV. Questions that will be answered in this project 

A. In what ways can the iridescence found in nature be simulated in an 

artistic context? 

I found that the most important trend in naturally occurring iridescence, simulated 

iridescence, and the technology of special effect paints and pigments is layering. 

Butterflies exhibit thin film interference through the combination of multiple layers of 

fine scales on the wings and the grating-like nano-structure of the scales themselves. 



HELICONE ®HC, an automotive grade special effect pigment, offers the varied color 

range of the pigments through not only their spatial arrangement and layers on the nano-

structural level but also the color of the basecoat over which they are applied. It is this 

multi-layer trend that also causes increased difficulty in the application of these paints. 

Automotive grade paints especially require heat firing or ionic powder coating systems. 

Another important factor for simulated iridescence is pigment augmentation. The 

treatment and application of the pigment has a large effect on the perceived special effect. 

The artist grade special effect paints in both oil-based and water-based paints give tonal 

shifts when layered over different base colors. There are generally three available 

particle sizes from fine to coarse, and this changes the relative sparkle effect of the 

pigment. The most drastic color flip occurs when the paint is used on a dark background. 

The complementary color is typically seen on the light background. Glazing of the 

pigments incorporated the above-mentioned layering technique and was the most 

effective application method. My experimentation with artist grade interference colors 

was limited to water based pigments and student grade watercolors. The most obvious 

trend within artist grade pigments was that as the quality of the materials dropped, the 

color shift properties declined as well. By the time I experimented with student grade 

paints, the effect was limited to simple reflection of a metallic or pearlescent quality. 

A third important factor was the surface preparation and selection. The surface of 

an object played a large part in the relative success of the different pigments used. The 

nail lacquers required a certain degree of grain and porosity, but too much resulted in 

unwanted absorption. The ideal surface was discovered in real blown eggshells. They 

also provided a curved surface which showcased the angular dependence of the pigments. 



The other surfaces used were 50 to 100 lb cold press and hot press watercolor papers, 

artist grade Mylar, wood, and glass. 

Finally, I limited my artistic use of these special effect paints and pigments to 

representation of organic objects that naturally exhibit iridescence. These I further 

limited to small animals. My use of the Betta splendens fish, the Morpho rhetenor 

butterfly, the Nymphalidae sapor terinos butterfly, and the six different species of small 

iridescent beetles, paralleled the ideas and designs of the modern pigments and materials 

that were available. 

B. What proven methods of technology were incorporated into the project? 

Modem technology provides many of the materials that we use and take for 

granted in every-day life. In a general sense, it is only because of this technology that my 

project was even possible. All of the surfaces I used in the project with the single 

exception of the natural eggshells were made available through modern technology, 

providing the watercolor paper, glass, and Mylar. I used commercially designed special 

effect pigments in all three parts of the project. These pigments included nail polishes, 

spray paints, artists' paints, and various cosmetic pigments. Other products that were 

used within the project include wood stains, nail polish remover, artist grade turpenoid, 

artist brushes, and various tools of the trade. 

C. What did this project accomplish that had not already been done by 

commercial technology? 

The combination of art and science lent this project the unique opportunity to 

showcase commercial technology in a different light: that of the aesthetic experience. 

Scientifically, iridescence is the optical result of physical properties. And it is physical 



properties that dictate the degree to which we perceive it. These properties can be 

manipulated and altered by changing the chemical and physical nature of the object or 

pigment or by juxtaposing its application. Artistically, iridescence is a perception. It is 

within the nature of an object and therefore has more to do with an experience than with 

physical properties. Blending the two involves incorporate physical properties with the 

artistic perception of color to give the experience of iridescence with physical 

manifestation. I believe this project did just that. Second, I feel that this project made 

breakthroughs in the application of commercial materials in an unconventional manner. 

Those breakthroughs are directly responsible for the third accomplishment of this project. 

I believe that my use of these commercial pigments in such a manner can only extend the 

responsible viewer's perspective of the range of acceptable limits to the nature of 

commercial goods. 

V. Methodology 

I created three examples of this project's objectives by 1) working on opaque 

surfaces, 2) working on translucent surfaces, and 3) working three dimensionally to 

incorporate numbers 1 and 2 above. The first project was one of a series of four pieces 

that I was working on with opaque surfaces. Although mainly water-based, all four 

pieces incorporated oil-based media as well. My surfaces were various grains and 

presses of watercolor paper ranging in size from 24" x 30" to 28" x 36". The subject 

matter was the different varieties and color combinations of Betta Splendens, also known 

as Siamese fighting fish. The fish were ideal because not only do they exhibit physical 

iridescent qualities but the translucent quality of their fins, as well as the obvious nature 



of their environment paralleled the water-based pigments that were used on them. I 

chose and finished the most unique of the four pieces. The completing step was a final 

layer of artist-grade iridescent watercolor pigments. The piece was then floated on a 

white mat under glass in a metal frame. 

The second piece of the project incorporated nail lacquer and translucent surfaces 

of artist grade Mylar. Again, the subject matter was an artistic representation of nature. 

Two small butterflies, the Morpho rhetenor and the Nymphalidae sapor terinos, were 

represented by consecutive layering of not only nail enamel but also water based acrylic 

and permanent marker. The two works were floated in a single glass frame to 

complement the translucent trend of this second piece. 

The third piece was an abstract representation of natural research in entomology. 

Six natural eggshells were blown and then coated in layers of nail enamel to create 

iridescence on the surface representative of six various species of beetles: Chrysina 

boucardi, Chrysina batesi, Chrysina respelndens, Neptunides Stanleyi ignite, 

Torynorrhina flammea, and Pelidnota cyanipes. The six eggs were then mounted like 

beetles in a wooden shadow box complete with descriptive labels. This third project 

piece incorporated the opaque and translucent surfaces. 

VI. Description of the working process 

My working process the last three semesters has slowly transitioned from 

literature research with no hands-on studio time to almost exclusive studio work. When I 

began the research for the preliminary Literature reviews and Prospectus for this work in 

Spring 2004, I limited my research to what was available through media materials, 



chemical companies and their documentations and self-promotions, and current 

experimentation in the field. I was able to access a studio for Fall 2004 and since then I 

have kept a journal of the time spent, projects worked on, materials purchased, 

application technique, and various notes on the general function of the project. 

Documentation of the process has been critical in maintaining scientific and academic 

integrity of the work. For all three projects I was obliged to have multiple photographs of 

the subjects. Different lighting, settings (whether or not in the natural environment), and 

intricate detail within the photographs was vital to the accurate yet artistic representation. 

Most of the processes were through trial and error. Experimentation within the different 

layering combinations proved to be invaluable. The layering process itself was 

incorporated within all three projects. 

For the first Betta picture, a blank sheet of watercolor paper was treated with oil-

based pigments diluted with turpenoid to give a marbling effect. The preliminary 

sketches were made in graphite, and then washes of very watered down acrylic were laid 

down. Initially, I had used artists watercolor but was unable to achieve enough layers 

before the paint lost its integrity on the surface and mixed or flaked off. The final layer 

of the iridescent pigments was added in a separated circle partially encompassing the 

body and fins of the fish in order to distinguish it from the rest of the painting and draw 

attention to the layering process. This project took approximately 19 hours. 

The second project of the butterflies on Mylar began with a base coat of acrylic 

medium in the color that I wanted to show through the most on the surface of clear 

Mylar. For the Nymphalidae sapor terinos butterfly, this was sufficient as the colors 

were more opaque and the nail lacquers I was able to use in layering combinations were 



of a very strong iridescent and color shift nature. However, the pigments used on the 

Morpho rhetenor butterfly were distinctly more translucent, and in order to achieve the 

desired effect it was necessary to incorporate a third layer of deep blue Mylar beneath the 

acrylic. After the desired effect with the layered nail polishes was achieved, a second 

clear layer of Mylar was placed over the pieces. The final layers were placed over the 

Mylar with permanent marker and acrylic paint. This project took approximately 7 hours 

to complete. 

The third project with the "beetles" was begun by choosing the ideal surface. 

Several different surfaces were experimented on including Styrofoam, plastic, clay, and 

finally real eggshells. The Styrofoam and clay eggs were much too porous and absorbed 

too much of the base enamel layer. The plastic surface required detailed fine sanding in 

order to maintain any of the enamel on its surface and this was entirely too much work. 

The natural eggshells combined the ideal grain and porosity with their organic ovular 

shape to contribute to the juxtaposition of nature and technology. There was no extended 

preparation needed for the natural eggshells other than removing the yolk and albumen. I 

applied a dark base coat over the entire egg then proceeded to layer different polishes 

over that, blending them before the lacquer dried. 

Unfortunately, nail lacquers are very difficult to use on an artistic level. They are 

designed to dry very quickly and this therefore limits greatly their application treatment. 

Much to the benefit of the consumer and the detriment to me as the artist, this aspect of 

nail lacquers is being increasingly developed for increasingly faster drying times. The 

consistency of the pigment itself also presents problems for application as well. They 

tend to be very viscous, and with extended exposure to the air this increases dramatically, 



almost to the point of rendering the paint useless. Enter the quandary of extenders and 

thinners. In order to increase the productivity of the paint, it was necessary to decrease 

its viscosity through the addition of either clear lacquers or thinners, such as small 

quantities of nail polish remover. The addition of clear lacquers created the problem of 

the introduction of air to the paint in the transfer of one or the other to another container. 

The addition of a thinner had the potential to compromise the chemical integrity of the 

polish and therefore destroy the effect. The most effective method that I used was to first 

choose relatively sheer pigments to begin with; secondly, use the smallest amount of 

thinner possible; and thirdly, attempt to blend and layer colors while the paint is still 

relatively wet. 

The finished eggs were labeled according to the real beetles they represented and 

then placed in the wooden shadow box. I made the box from commercial grade lumber 

purchased at the local hardware store and stained it with wood stain and shoe polish. The 

third project took approximately 27 hours to complete. The combined budget of the 

entire year and a half long process was over $500. 

VII. Conclusion: what I have learned and where I go from here. 

For the last year and a half I worked on this project in some form or fashion. Not 

only has it developed my researching skills, but it has also honed my artistic technique by 

teaching me many valuable lessons to apply throughout my artistic career. I have learned 

the importance of detailed documentation as well as the necessity of having a sketchbook 

on-hand at all times. I feel that the sketchbook holds many insights into the process of 

my artistic development through its varied and random drawings and writings. I have 



realized the importance of the aesthetic in all things. Life is more than just occurrences, 

it is experiences that we may draw from to expand our expressive abilities. I have grown 

in my ability for personal expression through my art, even though this project was for 

school and not a self-initiated ordeal. Had it not been for the requirement of this thesis 

project, I feel that this development would have occurred at a much slower rate. Even 

with the scholastic nature of this project, I still feel as though it holds my own personal 

expression. When an engaged viewer sees this project, I hope that they see that 

expression. They will not just perceive a physical property that is fascinating and 

beautiful, but they will also experience the aesthetics of iridescence. With the in-depth 

knowledge of the process and mechanism of iridescence I was able to understand and 

appreciate it on a deeper level. I hope that it is on this level that I was able to express the 

essence of iridescence as I have experienced it through this project. 
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